
 
Just in Time ... Just for You! and In Tune With You: “Rangayyan’s flute playing is 
clear and sweet, and the melodies often feature rippling runs as well as pure sustained 
notes, with good intonation of both high and low notes. The underlying drum rhythms 
ground the soaring melodies without tethering them unduly which makes them more 
in tune with meditative purposes …  the music is soothing without being dull or 
soporific. Whatever your inclination, these could be just the tunes for you.” 
 
“The Indo-Canadian duo Raj Rangayyan and Utpal Mazumdar has produced a very 
fine selection of compositions for flute and percussions with the unpretentious title If 
You Have the Time. This is really an excellent piece of work, for which the artists 
have chosen to stay close to the authentic sound … this album is a clear testimonial of 
undiluted traditional Indian music …  the rustic sound of Raj’s bamboo flute and the 
crispy dry beat of Utpal’s drums seem designed to carry the listener into some 
timeless realm … the CD has an earthy feel, and the music’s power is enhanced by its 
simple and straightforward rendition.” 
 
“Listen, Honey captures an easy, natural love, the sort of everyday miracle event … 
the overall feeling is one of peace. It echoes through the melodies and especially the 
silences. This is more than a rearrangement of traditional ragas.” 
 
"I really love these compositions. I have no words to describe internal peace of mind 
that I got today.... I would like to thank you for these soothing compositions you have 
created... Really admirable ..." 
 
Eons to Eternity: "... it is so very poetic that you have used morning ragas for the 
concept of eternity... from an Eastern perspective, eternity makes sense associated 
with new life and thus morning. I think this makes such an uplifting artistic statement. 
It's a really beautiful disc ... playing is beautiful ... sounds great ... and the recording 
quality is also very nice." "Piece of heaven, not just a CD." 
 
Concerts: “It was a lovely time and very beautiful and peaceful music.” “The concert 
last night was totally soothing.” “I thoroughly enjoyed both the concerts and so did 
our guests… In fact, I listened to your CDs all day today to continue our wonderful 
experience.” “May we look forward to the next performance for one can savour the 
aftertaste of last night’s performance only for so long...” 
 
 
 
 
 


